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1 DAY OLBIA - COSTA SMERALDA - SANTA TERESA DI GALLURA 

Arrival in Olbia, landing, meeting with the guide who will assist you during your stay in 

Sardinia and departure to Porto Rotondo, visit and continuation of the Costa Smeralda 

with a stopover in Capriccioli, Cala di Volpe, Porto Cervo. Late morning hotel 

accommodation in Santa Teresa di Gallura or surrounding area and lunch. Afternoon 

visit to Arzachena, famous for the giant tombs, and continue towards Tempio 

Pausania and Monte Limbara. From here the panorama is enchanting. stretches 

without vegetation with sections rich in holm oak and cork forests. Return to the 

hotel for dinner and overnight. 

 

2 DAY  LA MADDALENA - CAPRERA - CASTELSARDO – ALGHERO 

After breakfast departure for Palau, boarding the ferry bound for La 

Maddalena, panoramic tour of the island and transfer to the island of Caprera 

to visit the Garibaldi House Museum. Lunch in a restaurant 

with fish menu. In the afternoon return by ferry to Palau 

and continue to Castelsardo, visit of the perfectly preserved ancient medieval village 

and ancient stronghold of the Doria, the location is superb and the panorama unique. 

Continue to Alghero, hotel accommodation, dinner and overnight. 

3 DAY ALGHERO – BOSA 

Breakfast at the hotel and visit of Alghero, of Catalan origin, in the historic center you 

can visit: the Gothic-Aragonese Cathedral, the church of San 

Francesco, the walls and the ramparts. Lunch at the hotel. In the 

afternoon, along the coastal road that offers a scenario of rare 

beauty, you will reach Bosa, located on the mouth of the Temo 

river. famous for the medieval castle of the Malaspina, for the processing of filet lace 

and the production of wine. Return to hotel for dinner and overnight. 

 

4 DAY  LOSA - ORISTANO - THARROS – CAGLIARI 

Breakfast at the hotel and departure for Losa, visit to one of the best preserved 

Nuragic palaces on the island, stop at the Sanctuary of Santa Cristina and at the 

end continue to Oristano, hotel accommodation and lunch. 

In the afternoon visit of Tharros, Cabras and the whole Sinis 

peninsula already inhabited in ancient times, as shown by 

the Nuragic remains, it preserves very interesting finds relating to the dominations of 

the Carthaginian and Roman Phoenicians. Dinner and overnight at the hotel.  

 

5 DAY  BARUMINI – CAGLIARI 

Breakfast at the hotel and departure for Barumini, visit to 

the Nuragic palace Su Nuraxi,  the basalt giant, great 

nuraghe of the Torri people, construction began 

approximately in 1500 BC. to end in the third century AD. 

At the end continuation to Cagliari, accommodation in hotel in Quartu S. Elena 
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and lunch. In the afternoon visit of the historical center: the Pisan Towers, the Cathedral, the Bonaria 

Sanctuary, etc. Return to hotel for dinner and overnight. 

 

6 DAY  CAGLIARI - ORGOSOLO - NUORO – OLBIA 

Breakfast and departure for Nuoro, located in the heart of Sardinia, the capital of 

Barbagia and the birthplace of Grazia Deledda. Stop at the 

Church of Solitude, any visits to the Museum of Popular 

Traditions and to the Archaeological Museum. Continue to 

Orgosolo, visit to the murals and typical outdoor lunch with the shepherds. In the 

afternoon transfer to Olbia. Free dinner and boarding on the ferry. 
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